WARRANTY & MAINTENANCE

UAP SUPPLY

MAINTENANCE

PRODUCT SAFETY INFORMATION

STAINLESS STEEL

ROUTINE VISUAL INSPECTION

Stainless steel should be kept clean to ensure its continued integrity.

Routine visual inspections are required to identify obvious hazards that

CLEANING

may result from vandalism, use or the natural environment.

Soiled stainless steel surfaces can be cleaned with sodium soap and

Check all products and surroundings subject to heavy use or vandalism.

water (but not detergents or solvents) using non-abrasive scrubbing (soil

These inspections should be carried out daily. Check all products for

includes dirt, food and any other waste).

broken, loose or missing components. Extra attention should be given to

STEELPLEX™ FINISH
Steelplex™ is a system developed by, and unique to Electro Seal and
incorporates their in-house galvanising and double powder coating. The
galvanising meets all requirements of Australian/New Zealand Standards
(AS/NZS 2312: 1994).
CLEANING
1. Remove loose deposits with fresh water and sponge/soft brush
2. Clean surface with sponge/soft brush using a mild detergent
3. Rinse thoroughly with fresh water to completely remove detergent/
dirt residues
GALVANISED FINISH

elements with moving parts.
Check that all footings and fasteners are intact and secure.
OPERATIONAL INSPECTION
Operational inspections to check the stability of the equipment,
especially for any wear and tear, should be carried out every
3-6 months.
Check all metal components for sharp edges and points. In
some cases sharp edges and points can be lightly filed smooth. Inspect
welds for fractures or possible weld separation. Check
the stability of all products concerned. Should any product/structure be
loose, tighten, repair and/or replace all footings
and/or fasteners accordingly.

Surface should be kept clean to ensure the continued integrity of
the coating. Any damage to the coating should be repaired as soon
as possible.
CLEANING
Soiled steel surfaces can be cleaned with sodium soap and water (but

INSTALLATION
All UAP Street Furniture items are shipped assembled, unless
otherwise specified.

not detergents or solvents) using non-abrasive scrubbing (soil includes

Installation is to be done by the client or his/her agent as per

dirt, food and any other waste).

installation instructions available from UAP.

CUTEK EXTREME
Cutek Extreme is an unique wood protection oil which keeps wood

WARRANTY

and engineered timber looking great for many years. Cutek Extreme

The warranty with respect to failure due to material or production defects

is formulated to minimise warping, cupping and splitting. It must be

on timber and metal structural parts such as poles, cross beams, fixing

re-applied at regular intervals (every 3-6 months), as the coating will

brackets and cast elements are limited to 7 years commencing on the

deteriorate more rapidly on horizontal surfaces, dependent on the

date of delivery. The warranty with respect to failure due to material or

amount of exposure to sunlight, abrasion and standing water.

production defects on springs, washers, painted metal parts and plastic

CLEANING

components are limited to 1 year commencing on the date of delivery.

To remove excess dirt or staining, clean all surfaces with a solution

The warranty is limited to parts covered by the warranty. Such defective

of oxalic acid (100 grams) mixed with warm water (1 litre). Alternatively

parts will be replaced by UAP and will be delivered to the customer’s

use a proprietary brand wood cleaner. Allow to dry for 3 days prior

address free of charge. The warranty is not effective if products have not

to re-coating.

been installed properly according to the instructions provided by UAP, or

WEATHERED STEEL
Rustic steel finish created in-house at UAP. Mild steel is sandblasted,
and then sprayed with river water for approximately 14 days to create a
layer of weathered appearance. The steel is then coated with an Active
Rust Inhibitor to both seal the weathered layer and prevent further
corrosion. Coating should be kept clean to ensure the continued
integrity of the coating.
CLEANING
Soiled weathered steel surfaces can be cleaned with sodium soap and
water (but not detergents or solvents) using non-abrasive scrubbing
(soil includes dirt, food and any other waste).
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maintained correctly according
to the UAP Maintenance Manual.
The warranty does not cover normal wear and tear, surface corrosion on
metal parts, discoloured surfaces and other cosmetic issues or failures
due to misuse or vandalism.

